
Writing

Program Overview
Provide explicit, systematic writing instruction 
that builds knowledge through real-world tasks 
and develops confident, proficient writers.
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Build Confident Writers with  
Systematic, Explicit Instruction

Systematic Instruction
A systematic eight-step sequence uses modeling, coaching, and feedback to 
guide Grades 2–5 students through the writing process throughout the lesson.

“As with most things that we want students to learn, we have to model 
for them. Students need to understand what is expected and how to do it. In 
other words, they need to see our thinking. Of course, students cannot literally 
see our thinking. Instead, we have to describe how we do what we do.”

Fisher, D., & Frey, N. (2014). Close reading and writing from sources. International Reading 
Association.
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A Systematic 8-Step Lesson Sequence

Draft (Step 5)

Draft (Step 5) 

Study the parts of a mentor text and begin writing. 
With the help of interactive activities and Writing 
Buddies, students draft the introduction, body, and 
conclusion of their text.

Revise (Steps 6–7)

Revise: First Read (Step 6)

Analyze your text’s ideas, organization, and 
elaboration. Writing checklists and feedback from 
peer conferences guide students as they revise  
their work.

Revise: Second Read (Step 7)

Review the writing at the sentence and word level. 
Students focus in on making their words precise  
and clear. Publish

Publish and Present
Celebrate by spreading the word. Students go 
beyond the instruction book, exploring how to use 
both print and technology to publish and share  
their writing. 

Edit (Step 8)

Edit for Conventions (Step 8)

Check your spelling, punctuation, and grammar. 
With the added support of a Language Handbook, 
students learn to edit and perfect their writing.

 

Plan/Prewrite (Steps 1–4)

Study a Mentor Text (Step 1)

Analyze and apply a writer’s techniques. Interactive activities  
help students mine mentor texts for ideas and techniques they  
can emulate as they craft their own texts.

Unpack Your Assignment (Step 2)

Identify the task, purpose, and audience. First through explicit 
modeling and then through guided practice, students are taught to 
analyze the expectations within a writing prompt.

Find Text Evidence (Step 3)

Students learn how to identify and mark important text 
evidence. Before students reread their source text, Writing Buddies 
model questioning and note-taking strategies students will apply. 

Organize Your Evidence (Step 4)
Students learn how to organize their text evidence into a 
graphic organizer. This process is modeled by the Writing Buddy 
who is completing the same assignment.
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Explicit Instruction
Throughout each step of the writing process, teachers explicitly model and students practice the skill before 
applying it in their own writing. This builds students’ confidence as they work toward their finished piece.

Step 1 Study a Mentor Text

Step 2 Unpack Your Assignment

Step 3 Find Text Evidence

Step 4 Organize Your Evidence

Step 5 Draft Your Article

Step 6 Revise: First Read 

Step 7 Revise: Second Read

Step 8 Edit for Conventions

Steps for Writing

Independent Practice
At the end of each step in a lesson, students 
independently apply what they just learned to their 
own writing.

3

Guided Instruction
Gradually begins to transfer knowledge and 
responsibility to the students. Students practice the 

 

step that was just modeled. Hints provide strong 

2

Modeled Instruction
Ready instructional materials show students how to 
approach each step of the process of writing to sources.

1
Step 1 Study a Mentor Text

FOCUS Identify Task, Purpose, and Audience

Step 2 Unpack Your Assignment

Lesson 2 Writing to Inform: Article

A local magazine is planning an issue about 
restaurants in the city. Its editors have asked each 
restaurant to submit an article about the history of 
the food it serves. You will research and write the 
article for our restaurant, Pizza Parlor, about the 
history of pizza. 

In your article:

• Tell where pizza was first made.

• Explain how pizza has changed over the years.

• Tell about how pizza became so popular.

Use headings to organize your information. 
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Before you begin writing, you should read your assignment carefully to identify 
your task, audience, and purpose. When you write informational text, you know 
that your purpose is to inform. So as you read your assignment, look for details 
about your task and audience. 

• Task. What type of writing will you be doing? What information will  
you need to include?

• Audience. Who will be reading your writing? What do they already know 
about your topic? What might they be interested in learning? 

Modeled Instruction

Kelley Kane, who wrote “Pizza: Past to Present” on pages 32–33, was given the 
assignment below. She read it carefully and marked up some important details.

Read Kelley’s assignment. Then read the points in her Think Aloud, which tell 
how she identified her task, audience, and purpose.

W.4.4: Produce clear and coherent writing in which the 
development and organization are appropriate to task, 
purpose, and audience. 

Think Aloud 
 Audience The words local magazine tell me that my 

readers are people who live in this city. People who buy a 
special issue about restaurants are probably very interested 
in food and learning more about it.

 Purpose My purpose is to inform my readers about the 
history of pizza. I’ll research to find some interesting, 
little-known facts in order to keep my audience interested.  

 Task My task is to write an article. Each of these bullet 
points tells me what information I need to include in the 
article. This will help me plan my research and organize  
my writing. I also see that I need to use headings. I think  
I’ll write a heading for each of the three categories of 
information in the bullet points. 

KELLEY’S Assignment
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Hi, I’m Beau, and I’m 
also going to be doing 

this assignment.
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Your Assignment

1  Audience Draw a box around the word in your assignment that tells who will 
be reading your writing.

2  Purpose Your purpose for writing is to educate. What does it mean to educate?

    

3  Task Circle the type of writing you will do. Then underline the information 
that you need to include in your writing.  

Independent Practice

Quick Write Why might it be harder to write an article about spices that cooks 
will be reading than to write one for your classmates?

A popular cooking magazine is planning a new series called “Bet You Didn’t 
Know . . . ” This series will educate cooks about the ingredients they use.  
For next month’s issue, the editors have asked you to write an article about 
spices, explaining how they have played an important role in history 
throughout the world.

To prepare to write your article, you will read the following:

• from “Why Salt? Valuable Little Cubes” page 40

• The Life of Spice pages 41– 45

In your article:

• Describe some ways spices were used at different times in history.

• Explain how spices affected trade and business.

• Explain how some nations used spices to gain power.

Use headings to organize your information.

Guided Practice

Now it’s your turn to write an informational article. Read Your Assignment 
carefully. Then complete the activities, using the Hints for help.

HINT Who wants to find out more 
about the ingredients they use?

HINT Reread the name of the 
series to find a clue.

HINT What do you need to 
describe and explain? 

35

Turn and Talk 
Discuss what your assignment tells you 
about your audience. How does 
understanding your audience help you 
to plan your writing? 

Hi, I’m Beau, and I’m 
also going to be doing 

this assignment.
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Lesson 4 
Writing a Narrative: Folktale

LESSON 
OVERVIEW

In Lesson 4, students will learn about narrative writing, 
specifically a folktale, and then write their own folktale.

Narrative writing tells a real or imagined story. The author of a 
piece of narrative writing uses characters, settings, and a 
sequence of events, or plot, that includes a problem and 
solution to entertain and sometimes teach readers. 

Examples of Narrative Writing include: 
realistic fiction, historical fiction, folktales, tall tales, fantasies, 
myths, legends, fables, plays, poems

Lesson Assignment

What is Narrative Writing?
Source Text
“Folktales” 
Online Article

SEARCH
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Source: Online ArticleLesson 4

What Are Folktales?
1  Folktales are stories that 

come from different parts of 

the world. They were shared 

over the years by word of 

mouth. They often changed in 

form as they passed from one 

storyteller to the next.   

What Are the Special 
Features of Folktales?

2  All folktales are similar in 

many ways. Most folktales are 

set in a time or place that isn’t 

quite real. The setting is easy 

to picture, such as a far-off 

kingdom, a dark forest, or a 

small village. They might begin 

with words like “A long time 

ago in a faraway place . . .”  

or “Once upon a time. . . .” 
Almost every culture has its own version of the 
Cinderella story. Here you see one from Korea.

Home  |  About  |  Teachers  |  For Kids  |  Write Your Own

Writing Standard 3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique,  
descriptive details, and clear event sequences.

Grade 2 Grade 4

Writing 3. Write narratives in which they 
recount a well-elaborated event or short 
sequence of events . . .

Writing 3.a. Orient the reader by 
establishing a situation and introducing a 
narrator and/or characters; organize an event 
sequence that unfolds naturally.

Writing 3. . . . include details to describe 
actions, thoughts, and feelings . . .

Writing 3.b. Use dialogue and description 
to develop experiences and events or show 
the responses of characters to situations.

Writing 3. . . . use temporal words to signal 
event order . . .

Writing 3.c. Use a variety of transitional 
words and phrases to manage the sequence 
of events.

Writing 3.d. Use concrete words and 
phrases and sensory details to convey 
experiences and events precisely.

Writing 3. . . . provide a sense of closure. Writing 3.e. Provide a conclusion that 
follows from the narrated experiences or 
events.

Learning Progression

Grade 3
Writing 3.a. Establish a situation and 
introduce a narrator and/or characters; 
organize an event sequence that unfolds 
naturally.

Writing 3.b. Use dialogue and descriptions 
of actions, thoughts, and feelings to develop 
experiences and events or show the 
response of characters to situations.

Writing 3.c. Use temporal words and 
phrases to signal event order.

Writing 3.d. Provide a sense of closure.

Lesson Source Text Social Studies

Produce Real-World Writing
Ready Writing uses real-world assignments to frame different types of writing. 

Each grade level has two 15-day lessons for 
each writing type, providing full coverage of 
grade-level expectations for writing. 

Hi, I’m Bella, and I’m 
also going to be doing 

this assignment.
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1  Audience Who is your audience? Draw a box around the words in your 
assignment that tell who will read your article.

2  Purpose The purpose of your article is to inform, or explain. Underline  
the sentence that tells what you want your readers to understand. 

3  Task What two kinds of information will you need to include in your article?

 

 

Independent Practice

Quick Write Inventions keep changing because inventors want them to work 
better, run faster, and do more. Think of an invention you use. Describe it. Then 
tell how you’d change it to improve it.

HINT Who reads the magazine 
you’re writing for?

HINT What does the assignment 
say your article should tell about?

HINT What types of details do you 
need to provide about each kind of 
telephone?

Guided Practice

Now it’s your turn to write an informational article. Read Your Assignment 
carefully. Then complete the activities. Use the Hints for help.

Your Assignment

You are a writer for Young Inventors magazine. It is a magazine for children 
ages 8 to 10. The next issue is about how inventions change over time. Write 
an article about how telephones have changed since they were invented.

To get ready to write your article, you will read the following:

• Voices on the Telephone pages 120–125

• Telephones: Past and Present pages 126–127

In your article:

• Describe what phones have looked like at three different times in history.

• Explain how people made calls using each type of phone.

Turn and Talk 
Discuss why it is important to figure  
out what your task is. How will that 
information affect how you write  
your article?

Students apply research and 
writing skills to real-world 
writing assignments such as 
blog posts, magazine articles, 
editorials, and historical fiction.
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Lesson 5 
Writing to Inform: Article

LESSON 
OVERVIEW

In Lesson 5, students will learn about informational 
writing, specifically an article, and then write their  
own articles.

Informational writing gives readers information about a topic 
or an idea. The author of an informational text uses facts, 
definitions, and details to tell about (inform) or explain the 
topic or idea. 

Examples of informational writing include:
nonfiction books, textbooks, how-to texts, articles, directions, 
reports 

Lesson Assignment

What is Informational Writing?

Writing Standard 2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.

Grade 2 Grade 4

Writing 2. Write informative/explanatory 
texts in which they introduce a topic . . .

Writing 2.a.  Introduce a topic clearly and 
group related information in paragraphs 
and sections; include formatting (e.g., 
headings), illustrations, and multimedia 
when useful to aiding comprehension.

Writing 2. . . . use facts and definitions to 
develop points . . .

Writing 2.b. Develop the topic with facts, 
definitions, concrete details, quotations, or 
other information and examples related to 
the topic.

Writing 2.c. Link ideas within categories of 
information using words and phrases (e.g., 
another, for example, also, because).

Writing 2.d.  Use precise language and 
domain-specific vocabulary to inform about 
or explain the topic.

Writing 2. . . . provide a concluding 
statement or section.

Writing 2.e.  Provide a concluding 
statement or section related to the 
information or explanation presented.

Learning Progression

Grade 3
Writing 2.a. Introduce a topic and group 
related information together; include 
illustrations when useful to aiding 
comprehension.

Writing 2.b. Develop the topic with facts, 
definitions, and details.

Writing 2.c. Use linking words and phrases 
(e.g., also, another, and, more, but) to connect 
ideas within categories of information.

Writing 2.e. Provide a concluding statement 
or section.

Lesson Source Texts Social Studies

Source Text 1
“Voices on the Telephone” 

by Paula Morrow
Book Chapter
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Source 1: Book ChapterLesson 5

Alexander 
Graham Bell

1 On March 10, 1876, the inventor Alexander Graham 
Bell made the first successful telephone call. He 

spoke to his assistant, Thomas A. Watson, in the next 
room. In his notes, Bell wrote, “I then shouted into M [the 
mouthpiece] the following sentence: ‘Mr. Watson—come 
here—I want to see you.’ To my delight he came and 
declared that he had heard and understood what I said.”

2  That phone call changed the way people communicate.  
But it was a long time before making a phone call was as 
simple as it is today. To understand how technology has 
changed the phones we’ve used over the years, here is a 
collection of interviews from the past to the present.  
Each person recalls a different experience.

by Paula Morrow

A model of Bell’s 1876 telephone, showing  
the receiver (left) and the transmitter (right). 
The caller spoke into the transmitter, and the 
listener heard the message on the receiver.

Voices on the Telephone

Source Text 2
“Telephones: Past and Present”  

by Jarel Thomas
Timeline

1900 1920 1940
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Source 2: Timeline Lesson 5
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1890s
The candlestick telephone was the first telephone that 
could sit on a desktop. It had two different parts. The caller 
spoke into a mouthpiece, which was connected to the 
phone’s base. To listen, the caller held a separate piece up 
to his or her ear. An operator had to connect all calls.

1920s
People could make their own phone calls on 
the rotary telephone. The phone had a 
moving part called a dial. Each number had a 
hole in the dial. The caller put a finger into 
the hole for the number and turned the dial 
until it hit a metal stopping point. This 
phone had one piece for both speaking and 
listening. Rotary phones came into use in  
the 1920s, and they continued to be used 
well into the 1960s.
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LESSON 
OVERVIEW

Lesson Source Texts

In Lesson 3, students will learn about opinion writing, 
specifically an opinion essay, and then write their own 
opinion essays.

Opinion writing is writing that expresses the author’s opinion 
about a topic. The author of a piece of opinion writing states 
an opinion, or what he or she thinks, feels, or believes, and 
provides reasons and evidence to support the opinion.

Examples of Opinion Writing include
newspaper and magazine editorials or letters to the editor, 
book and movie reviews, and advertisements. Essays, 
speeches, and letters can also be opinion writing if a writer 
uses the form to express his or her opinion about a topic. 

Lesson Assignment

What is Opinion Writing?

Writing Standard 1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons.

Grade 2 Grade 4

Writing 1. Write opinion pieces in which 
they introduce the topic or book they are 
writing about, state an opinion . . . .

Writing 1.a. Introduce a topic or text 
clearly, state an opinion, and create an 
organizational structure in which related 
ideas are grouped to support the writer’s 
purpose.

Writing 1. . . . supply reasons that support 
the opinion . . . .

Writing 1.b. Provide reasons that are 
supported by facts and details.

Writing 1. . . . use linking words  
(e.g., because, and, also) to connect opinion 
and reasons . . . .

Writing 1.c. Link opinion and reasons using 
words and phrases (e.g., for instance, in 
order to, in addition).

Writing 1. . . . and provide a concluding 
statement or section.

Writing 1.d. Provide a concluding 
statement or section related to the opinion 
presented.

Learning Progression

Grade 3
Writing 1.a. Introduce the topic or text they 
are writing about, state an opinion, and create 
an organizational structure that lists reasons.

Writing 1.b. Provide reasons that support 
the opinion.

Writing 1.c. Use linking words and phrases 
(e.g., because, therefore, since, for example) 
to connect opinion and reasons.

Writing 1.d. Provide a concluding statement 
or section.

Source Text 1
from “The Good Fortune Kettle”  

retold by Virginia Haviland
Story from Folktale Collection
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Source 1: Story from Folktale CollectionLesson 3

1  Once upon a time there lived a poor junkman, who one day found 
a badger caught in a trap. The old man felt sorry for the badger and 
straightway set it free.

  The grateful badger in return wanted to help the poor junkman. So 
he turned himself into a teakettle and stealthily crawled into the basket 
the junkman was carrying on his back.

  What a surprise the poor junk dealer received when he reached home 
after his day’s work! Deep down in his junk basket he found a beautiful 
teakettle. In all his life he had never seen such a fine teakettle. He 
decided to take it to a certain temple priest who had always been very 
kind to him. He knew that the priest would want to buy such an unusual 
kettle.

  Early the next morning, the junkman carried his treasure to the 
temple. As he expected, the priest was greatly pleased with the shining 
teakettle. The priest paid him three whole ryo, a far greater amount of 
money than the junkman could ever have dreamed of getting.

5  Amazed to have all this money, the junkman went home, hardly 
believing his good fortune.

retold by Virginia Haviland,  
illustrated by Carol Inouye,  

Favorite Fairy Tales Told in Japan

Source Text 2
“Zel, the Gentle Donkey” 

Story from Folktale Collection
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1  ong ago, there was a gentle donkey named Zel. Everyone in town 
loved Zel because she was so pleasant and kind. But Zel’s owner, 
Madame Charity, was angry and mean. She was so mean that she 

threw rocks at birds for singing too loudly. She yelled at little boys when 
they laughed. But she was the meanest of all to poor Zel.

 Every Saturday, Madame Charity sold sugar and rice at a market. 
Whoever arrived earliest sold the most. But Madame Charity always 
woke up late. Then she got angry and yelled at Zel,  
who had done nothing wrong.

 In a huff, Madame Charity  
would then load heavy bags of rice  
and sugar onto Zel’s back. Last, she 
climbed on top of it. “Hurry, Zel!” 
she yelled. “Get me to market as 
fast as you can!” Although Zel 
always trotted as fast as she 
could, it was never fast 
enough for Madame Charity.

Source 2: Story from Folktale CollectionLesson 3

Lesson 3 Writing an Opinion: Essay

Social Studies

Lesson 3 
Writing an Opinion: Essay

Narrative

Informative

Opinion
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Write to Learn about the World
Ready Writing builds knowledge with lessons that explore real-world topics through a student-centered lens. 
Students write to learn as they conduct short research projects and increase their knowledge of literature, 
science, and social studies topics.

“In using content area connections to support students’ knowledge building 
as part of ELA instruction, we create opportunities for rich engagement.”
Cervetti, G. N., & Hiebert, E. (2015). The sixth pillar of reading instruction. Reading Teacher, 

68(7), 551.

Think It Through
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Complete the following activities. Use details from both sources.

 Source 1: “Voices on the Telephone” 
Source 2: “Telephones: Past and Present”

1  List three details that tell what a candlestick phone looked like. After each 
detail, write the number of the source it came from.

 

 

 

 

 

 

2  List three details that explain how a candlestick phone worked. After each 
detail, write the number of the source it came from. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3  List one detail that explains how the rotary phone was different from the 
candlestick phone. Write the number of the source the detail came from.

 

 

HINT Use both the texts and 
the photos to help you.

HINT Find details telling how 
callers talked and listened to each 
other.

HINT What new parts did 
rotary phones have that 
candlestick phones did not?

Detail:

Detail:

Detail:

Detail:

Detail:

Detail:

Detail:

Think It Through activities allow 
students to gather, sort, and synthesize 
new knowledge from Source Texts 
before they begin to draft.

Source Texts help students 
deepen their understanding of 
grade-level-appropriate literature, 
science, and social studies topics.

1900 1920 1940
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Source 2: Timeline Lesson 5
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1890s
The candlestick telephone was the first telephone that 
could sit on a desktop. It had two different parts. The caller 
spoke into a mouthpiece, which was connected to the 
phone’s base. To listen, the caller held a separate piece up 
to his or her ear. An operator had to connect all calls.

1920s
People could make their own phone calls on 
the rotary telephone. The phone had a 
moving part called a dial. Each number had a 
hole in the dial. The caller put a finger into 
the hole for the number and turned the dial 
until it hit a metal stopping point. This 
phone had one piece for both speaking and 
listening. Rotary phones came into use in  
the 1920s, and they continued to be used 
well into the 1960s.
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Source 1: Book ChapterLesson 5

Alexander 
Graham Bell

1 On March 10, 1876, the inventor Alexander Graham 
Bell made the first successful telephone call. He 

spoke to his assistant, Thomas A. Watson, in the next 
room. In his notes, Bell wrote, “I then shouted into M [the 
mouthpiece] the following sentence: ‘Mr. Watson—come 
here—I want to see you.’ To my delight he came and 
declared that he had heard and understood what I said.”

2  That phone call changed the way people communicate.  
But it was a long time before making a phone call was as 
simple as it is today. To understand how technology has 
changed the phones we’ve used over the years, here is a 
collection of interviews from the past to the present.  
Each person recalls a different experience.

by Paula Morrow

A model of Bell’s 1876 telephone, showing  
the receiver (left) and the transmitter (right). 
The caller spoke into the transmitter, and the 
listener heard the message on the receiver.

Voices on the Telephone

Mentor Texts encourage students 
to read as writers while studying the 
key features and writer’s techniques 
they can apply to their own writing.
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Lesson 5 Writing to Inform: Article

Before you write your article, you’ll study a model. First, read it to understand 
what it’s about. Then, reread it to understand how it was written.

As you reread the Mentor Text, do the numbered activities. They’ll help you 
to understand the key features of an article.

Computers Big and Small
by Camila Santos

1  Can you imagine a computer the size of a school bus, or one  
that fills a whole room? The earliest computers looked nothing 
like today’s computers. From their size to the way they are used, 
computers have gone through many changes. All these changes have 
happened in less than 100 years.

Early Computers
2  The first computers were invented during the 1930s. These early 

computers were very large. They had thousands of parts. Huge rows 
of panels filled a space larger than a classroom, and miles of colored 
wires connected the panels. Vacuum tubes covered each panel. 
These tubes helped electricity flow, so they got very hot. Unless the 
tubes were cooled, they would overheat and break.

3  Using these early computers was hard work, and only experts 
could run them. To run a program, people often had to reset wires 
and switches. They had to write directions, called commands. These 
commands told the computer what to do. The commands were 
punched on paper cards. The computer read the cards. Then it sent 
signals that turned tubes on or off. A bit later, the computer printed 
out the results. Since using these computers was so hard, they were 
mostly used to solve math problems or to crack secret codes. 

1  Introduction In the first 
paragraph, the writer states the 
topic of the article. Draw a dashed 
line under the sentence that states 
the topic. 

2  Headings Explain why the 
writer puts the heading “Early 
Computers” before paragraph 2. 

 

 

 

 

3  Develop the Topic In 
paragraph 3, the writer says that 
using early computers was hard 
work. Draw a line under one detail 
the writer uses to show this.

Step 1 Study a Mentor Text

MENTOR TEXT: Article

FOCUS Read as a Writer
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Program Components
Resources for Grade-Level Success

Print Components

Digital Components

Teacher Toolbox provides access to 
all Ready resources in one convenient 
location. A few highlights include:

• Fillable Student Instruction Book PDFs

• Teacher Resource Book PDFs

• Student Checklists

• Conference Prompts and Records

• Rubrics

• Exemplar Writing Samples

• Language Handbook

• Writing Surveys

• SBAC and PARCC Performance  
Task Practice

• Access to Magnetic Reading™  
and Ready Reading Materials

Teacher Toolbox

Lesson 1: Writing to Inform: Report

W.3.2, W.3.7

Lesson 2: Writing in Reponse 
to Literature: Essay

W.3.2, W.3.8

Lesson 3: Writing an Opinion: 
Essay

W.3.1

Lesson 4: Writing a Narrative: 
Folktale

W.3.3

Lesson 5: Writing to Inform: 
Article

W.3.2, W.3.7

Evaluation Tools

Ready Instruction Book Student Checklists Conference Prompts Rubrics & Exemplar Writing Samples

Teach

Program Implementation Program-Level Evaluation ToolsClassroom Resources

Resource Library

Grades
Program

Ready Common Core

Subject

Writing

Student Instruction Book 
Encourages students to take 

ownership of their learning as 
they build confidence as writers

Teacher Resource Book 
Delivers step-by-step guidance 

to help Grades 2–5 teachers 
effectively teach writing

©Curriculum Associates, LLC
Lesson 1 Writing to Inform: Report 25f

Name  
  Date  
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25f25fLesson 1 Writing to Inform: Report

LESSON 1 Rubric for Informational Writing
SCORE 4 3 2 1
Ideas/
Purpose

Clearly indicated 
purpose: to inform 
and/or explain; 
clearly stated topic

Purpose indicated: 
to inform and/or 
explain; stated topic

Purpose vague; 
topic not clearly 
stated

Purpose and topic 
unclear or not 
evident

Elaboration/
Evidence

Topic strongly 
developed with 
many carefully 
chosen details

Topic developed 
with details, but 
these may be 
insufficient

Not all details 
develop topic

Details unclear 
or limited

Organization Complete 
introduction and 
conclusion; related 
information 
grouped together

Recognizable 
introduction and 
conclusion; most 
information 
grouped together 
is related

Missing either 
introduction or 
conclusion; related 
information not 
grouped together

No introduction 
or conclusion; 
unrelated 
information with no 
discernible grouping

Language/
Vocabulary

Precise, appropriate 
words that clearly 
convey ideas; good 
use of linking words 
and phrases

Suitable words that 
convey ideas; needs 
more precise words 
and better use of 
linking words and 
phrases

Mostly correct but 
ordinary words; 
needs words that 
are more precise; 
uses few linking 
words and phrases

Uses limited, dull, 
or unclear words; 
uses no linking 
words and phrases

Conventions Strong command 
of most standard 
writing conventions; 
only a few minor 
errors

Reasonable 
command of most 
standard writing 
conventions; some 
errors that detract 
from writing

Some command 
of standard writing 
conventions, but 
many errors that 
detract from writing

Limited command 
of any standard 
writing conventions; 
numerous, serious 
errors

NOTE Evaluate students’ informational writing using this rubric.
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Name  
  Date  
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25g Lesson 1 Writing to Inform: Report

LESSON 1 Informational Writing Checklist: Report

Ideas/Purpose
Yes No

• Do I clearly state the topic of my report?

• Are my important ideas stated clearly?

• Do I make it clear that my purpose is to inform and explain?

Elaboration/Evidence
Yes No

• Do I give enough facts and details to support each main idea? 

• Do I have any facts and details that do not support my main ideas?

• Do all of my facts and details come from the source text?

Organization
Yes No

• Does my introduction tell what my report is about and get readers ready to learn 

about the topic?

• Do I group each main idea with the facts and details that support it?

• Does my conclusion sum up what I said about the topic in my report?

Language/Vocabulary
Yes No

• Do I use linking words and phrases to connect my ideas and make them easier 

to understand?

• Are the words I chose precise and appropriate to the topic of my report?

• Do I use the best possible words to convey my ideas?

Conventions
Yes No

• Have I checked my grammar and usage to make sure there are no errors?

• Have I used correct punctuation and capitalization in all of my sentences?

• Are there any words whose spellings I need to check?

NOTE Students revise and edit their writing by asking and answering these questions.
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Language Handbook
The Ready Language Handbook helps students develop proficiency in the language standards.

A teacher-directed Introduction builds 
student confidence and motivation 
by introducing students to the skills, 
concepts, strategies, and vocabulary in 
the language standard.

The Guided Practice activity allows 
students to apply what they have learned 
in the Introduction. Students may work 
with partners in this part of the lesson.

450 ©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.

Lesson Title
Lesson # X.#.#: 

Language Handbook Lesson 27 Prefixes and Suffixes

Prefixes and Suffixes
Lesson 27

Use your knowledge of word parts to figure out what new words mean.

• A prefix is a word part added to the beginning of a word. Adding a prefix changes 
the meaning of a base word.

Prefix Meaning Example Meaning
dis- “not” or “opposite of” dislike “to not like”
pre- “before” prewash “to wash before”
un- “not” or “opposite of” untrue “not true”

• A suffix is a word part added to the end of a word. Adding a suffix changes the 
meaning of a base word.

Suffix Meaning Example Meaning
-able “can be” or “able to” trainable “can be trained” 
-ful “full of” or “having” skillful “having skill”
-less “without” useless “without use”

• Some words have both a prefix and a suffix: uncomfortable, disagreeable.

Introduction

1  Here are some ways to be helpful at home.

helpful =         +         
 base word suffix

2  Try to be agreeable with your family.

agreeable =         +         
 base word suffix

3  Never be dishonest.

dishonest =         +         
 prefix base word

4  Try to share, and never be unfair.

unfair =         +         
 prefix base word

   Write the base word and the prefix or suffix that make up each 
underlined word. Then tell a partner what the underlined word 
means.

Guided Practice

HINT A prefix or a 
suffix can have more 
than one meaning. 
Think about which 
meaning makes 
sense in 
the sentence.

L.3.4b: Determine the meaning of the new 
word formed when a known affix is added 
to a known word (e.g., agreeable/disagreeable, 
comfortable/uncomfortable, care/careless,  
heat/preheat).

Students work independently to 
answer multiple-choice questions 

related to the target standard in the 
Independent Practice section.
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Independent Practice
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Language Handbook Lesson 27 Prefixes and Suffixes

1  Follow these useful safety tips.

A without use 

B not used 

C having use

D before using

2  Don’t be careless when you carry 
something hot.

A without care

B full of care

C able to care

D having care

3  Let adults preview movies you want 
to see.

A not view

B view without you

C mostly view 

D view before

4  Never unbuckle your seatbelt while in 
a moving car. 

A buckle before

B do the opposite of buckle

C without a buckle

D full of buckles

5  You will find these safety tips are easily 
doable.

A able to be done

B not done

C having done

D mostly done

For numbers 1–5, read each sentence. Then choose the correct meaning of each 
underlined word.
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Follow us on social media to see how other educators 
are using Ready Writing to strengthen reading 

proficiency in their classrooms!

@MyiReady @CurriculumAssoc MyiReadyCurriculum Associates

Enhance Ready Writing Instruction 
with Ready Reading 
When used together, Ready Writing and Ready Reading provide 
explicit instruction with a focus on writing about reading in 
thematically connected lessons. 

Many Ready Writing and 
Ready Reading lessons 
share the same texts, 
so students deepen their 
knowledge as they read, 
reread, and write.
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1 Today, salt is given out freely in shakers and packets at our favorite 
restaurants. We can buy it cheaply at any grocery store. But it 
hasn’t always been so easy to get salt. This tiny crystal cube has 

played a much more important role in history than just flavoring our 
fries. Around the world, cities were founded, roads were built, wars were 
fought, and trade routes were established, all for one reason: humans 
can’t live without salt. Literally. Because of this simple fact, salt became  
a valuable item a long time ago. People who controlled salt had power. 
Around 2,000 years ago, some of the people with salt—and 
power—were the Romans. 

2  One way Rome controlled salt was by building villages 
along the Mediterranean coast. This gave them access to 
the sea where they could harvest salt. One of the first great 
roads built by Romans . . . is called Via Salarium, or “Salt 
Road.” It is the oldest road in Italy today. As you might have 
guessed, it was built to transport salt.

3  As Rome grew, it became a great trading center, and salt was one of 
the main items traded there. Salt was so important in the daily lives of 
the Romans that soldiers were paid in blocks of salt. This pay was called 
salarium argentums, or “salt money,” giving us our word salary. In fact, 
the word soldier comes from the Latin sol dare, meaning “to give salt.” 

4  Throughout history and around the world, governments have 
regulated and taxed salt. . . . Salt played a role in the history of our 
country, too. In both the Revolutionary and Civil wars, keeping enough 
salt for the soldiers was important. In these and other wars, enemies 
have tried to keep salt away from each other. The history of the world  
is overflowing with stories of salt. 

by Leigh Anderson and David Chandler, Appleseeds

from

Valuable  
Little CubesWhy Salt?Why Salt?

Source 1: Magazine Article Lesson 2
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Why Salt?
by Leigh Anderson and David Chandler, Appleseeds

Valuable     Little Cubes

The Via Salarium, 
shown in yellow, 
led from the sea 
coast to Rome, an 
important center of 
trade.

Independent Practice
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Genre: History ArticleRead

1  Today, salt is given out freely in shakers and packets at 
our favorite restaurants. We can buy it cheaply at any 
grocery store. But it hasn’t always been so easy 
to get salt. This tiny crystal cube has played 
a much more important role in history 
than just flavoring our fries. Around the 
world, cities were founded, roads were 
built, wars were fought, and trade 
routes were established, all for one 
reason: humans can’t live without salt. 
Literally. Because of this simple fact, 
salt became a valuable item a long time 
ago. People who controlled salt had 
power. Around 2,000 years ago, some of 
the people with salt—and power—were 
the Romans.

2  One way Rome controlled salt was by 
building villages along the Mediterranean 
coast. This gave them access to the sea where 
they could harvest salt. One of the first great roads 
built by Romans . . . is called Via Salarium, or “Salt 
Road.” It is the oldest road in Italy today. As you might have 
guessed, it was built to transport salt.

3  As Rome grew, it became a great trading center, and salt was one of 
the main items traded there. Salt was so important in the daily lives of 
the Romans that soldiers were paid in blocks of salt. This pay was called 
salarium argentums or “salt money,” giving us our word salary. In fact, 
the word soldier comes from the Latin sol dare, meaning “to give salt.”

WORDS TO KNOW
As you read, look 
inside, around, and 
beyond these words to 
figure out what they 
mean.

• role
• regulated
• access

Learn More!

https://www.instagram.com/myiready/
https://twitter.com/curriculumassoc
https://www.pinterest.com/MyiReady/
https://www.facebook.com/curriculumassociates/

